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ABSTRACT
Sentiment Analysis (SA) is a field of research within Natural Lan-
guage Processing that has been growing in the last decades due
to social media and smartphones popularization. Many SA appli-
cations make use of a corpus: a collection of data in textual form
used to train and/or test SA resources. This work describes the
construction of a corpus intended for document-level SA. The cor-
pus contains reviews of supermarkets throughout Brazil, extracted
from Google Places. The data were collected taking into account
the Brazilian geographic distribution and linguistic variations, and
were carefully reviewed. The corpus was then evaluated using a
k-fold cross-validation method applied in both machine learning
and deep learning techniques in which precision, accuracy, recall
and f1-score were collected and compared among the techniques.
It was also tested by a lexical approach using a domain specific
lexicon.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Social media and smartphones have brought a new context for
data science, in special for Natural Language Processing (NLP), a
subarea of Artificial Intelligence which uses spoken and written
text as study subject. In this context, Sentiment Analysis (SA), a
field within NLP, seeks to determine if a document containing an
opinion (e.g., a product review) expresses a positive, neutral or
negative polarity [26]. To accomplish this goal, several techniques
can be applied, such as lexical, machine learning and deep learning
approaches. Several of these techniques make use of a corpus: a
collection of texts in electronic form that represents a language
[41].

A corpus must represent a linguist variety as far as possible
[41]. Considering this requirement, this paper presents a corpus
built from reviews extracted from Google Places. The data were
collected taking into account the vast territorial area of Brazil and
its linguistic varieties. For the proposed corpus, data related to
supermarket reviews were collected and manually reviewed. The
corpus was then evaluated using the k-fold cross-validation method
[7] for both machine learning and deep learning approaches.

In addition to the corpus construction, we also tested the use
of a domain specific sentiment lexicon. A sentiment lexicon is a
dictionary or a book of words containing their related polarity
(positive, negative or neutral) [40]. A few sentiment lexicons for
general purposes can be found in the literature, which means they
are not for a specific domain. Wilson et. al [50] claims that words
can have different meaning in different contexts. Regarding this,
we built a sentiment lexicon specific for the domain of supermarket
reviews. The aim is to test if there is any gain in performance in
comparison with general purpose lexicons.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related
work and an overview of SA concepts. Section 3 describes the
methodology applied in the corpus construction and validation. The
results are presented and discussed in Section 4. Final considerations
and future work are presented in Section 5.

2 RELATEDWORK AND OVERVIEW
SA is a field of research that have grown largely. Several studies
have been conducted not only in computer science area, but also in
medicine [15], psychology [49] and many others. Although English
literature for SA, in special regarding corpora studies has been
extensive, for Portuguese, there is still a large need [34].

2.1 Related Work
While English literature regarding SA corpora is extensive, Brazilian
Portuguese still strives with a few corpora for SA studies. Ravi
et. al [38] discuss several different corpora for English (and other
languages), in which three of them [1, 23, 27] use/present a corpus
with more than 11k texts. Also, great part of the corpora presented
uses Twitter [1, 14, 22, 23] or reviews [3, 6, 7, 18, 27, 47, 48, 51] data
from several different platforms and forums.

Portuguese Language has ReLI (REsenhas de LIvros) as its largest
SA corpus: it contains 1600 reviews from 14 different books where
the authors annotated 12.470 sentences taking their context into
account [12]. Freitas and Vieira [9] have also presented an annotated
corpus containing reviews in the accommodation sector from ten
different TripAdvisor hotels. A corpus using tweets in Portuguese
during the 2014 World Cup has also been built by [31], in which
2728 tweets were manually annotated and compiled into a single
corpus. Considering the source for corpus construction, someworks
in English have already explored Google Places as a tool to collect
location and/or reviews [25][32].



In the literature, there are a few sentiment lexicons for general
purposes, which means they are not for a specific domain. LIWC-PT
[2] and SentiLEX [5] are a few examples. On the other hand, several
works have proposed the construction of domain specific lexicons
in Portuguese, such as: stock market [35], telecommunications [11],
small messages (such as tweets and SMS) [10][21].

2.2 Levels
As discussed earlier, SA goal is to determine if a text expresses a
positive, neutral or negative opinion being that value a discrete or
continuous value. For this work we used discrete values: -1, 0 and
1, corresponding to negative, neutral or positive, respectively.

SA can be performed in five different levels: document, sentence,
aspect, concept and user level [42]. Document-level SA is the task
of classifying a textual review, which is given on a single topic
[30], accounting for its polarity, regarding its division in sentences.
At sentence level, pieces of documents (that is, sentences) are an-
alyzed individually. Aspect level, on the other hand, categorizes
the sentiment according to specific aspects of entities present in
the text [44]. Concept level is intended to infer the semantic and
affective information associated with opinions to enable a com-
parative feature-based sentiment analysis [36]. Finally, user level
SA analyzes what people think regarding a subject, rather than to
quantify what is expressed in a sentence or a document [46]. This
work focuses on the document level, hence the proposed corpus
contains several reviews, which some of them are composed of
one or many sentences and corresponds to several user’s opinions
about supermarkets throughout Brazil.

2.3 Techniques
SA techniques can be divided in machine learning, hybrid ap-
proaches, lexicon-based approaches, ontology-based and deep learn-
ing [42]. The corpus developed in this work was tested by tech-
niques from the following approaches: lexicon-based, machine
learning and deep learning.

Lexicon-based approaches focus on individual words, analyzing
their frequency in a document. Such approaches calculate the docu-
ment orientation based on the counting of the individual polarized
words [16]. Many of these algorithms use a sentiment lexicon in
order to gather the polarity of each word in the document, counting
the number of negative, positive or neutral words and returning the
maximum value among them. Some works have also considered
the negative adverb “não” (not) as an inverter of a word’s polarity
[43, 45]. We tested an algorithm to count the number of positive and
negative words present in a sentiment lexicon, inverting a words
polarity every time that a negative adverb precedes it.

supervised learning algorithm (whichmeans that it needs labeled
data in order to learn how to classify)

Machine Learning (ML) is the ability of an algorithm to adapt
to new circumstances and to detect and extrapolate patterns [39].
One of the tasks of ML is classification: algorithms that compute
the probability of a given entity belonging or not to a given class.
This kind of algorithm can be seen as a function 𝐹 (𝑥) = 𝑦 that com-
putes the probability 𝑦 of 𝑥 belonging or not to a set of classes. For
this work, we consider discrete values (-1,0 and 1) to representing
the classes. The algorithms are trained to classify a document as

belonging or not to one of these three classes, which means that in
the end, a document is either negative (-1), neutral (0) or positive
(1). We tested three different machine learning approaches: Logistic
Regression, Naive Bayes and Support Vector Machine. All of the
approaches used in this work are supervised algorithms, which
means they use labeled data in order to make predictions.

Logistic Regression is a classifier which allows prediction of
outcome variables by combination of continuous and discrete pre-
dictors [37]. The model takes a vector of characteristics and desig-
nates a weight for each column’s value, estimating a multiple linear
function. According to Equation 1 𝑓 (𝐷) is the estimate polarity
of a document 𝐷 , each 𝑏𝑖 corresponds to the weights and each 𝑥𝑖
corresponds to the presence of the predictor’s value.

𝑓 (𝐷) = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1 × 𝑥1 + ... + 𝑏𝑚 × 𝑥𝑚 (1)
Naive Bayes assumes that the probability of each word occurring

in a document is independent of the occurrence of other words in
a document [28]. By doing so, it calculates the probability based
upon Bayes theorem (see Equation 2) in which a prior and a likeli-
hood probability are calculated in order to determine if a document
belongs or not to a class (positive, neutral or negative).

𝑃 (𝐴|𝐵) = 𝑃 (𝐵 |𝐴) × 𝑃 (𝐴)
𝑃 (𝐵) (2)

Support Vector Machine, in contrast to Logistic Regression and
Naive Bayes, aims at finding the boundaries that separate clusters
of data by taking a set of points and separating these points using
mathematical formulas [20]. For a three class problem, such ours,
the algorithm clusters the data into three different sections: positive,
neutral and negative documents. It uses the previously mentioned
mathematical formulas to classify new sentences by putting the
document in the boundaries defined by the formulas and verifying
the relation between the document to be classified and the clusters’
boundaries.

Unlike the other machine learning techniques exposed before,
Deep Learning applies artificial neural networks in order to learn
tasks using multiple layers inspired by the biological brain. It is
composed of several processing units, organized in layers, called
neurons [24]. The algorithm can learn by adjusting the weights
between neurons, reassembling the learning process, like biological
brains do. Several types of structures and algorithms are explored
in the literature. In this work, Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP), a
algorithm that can learn a non-linear function approximation from a
given set of features [8]. We tested three different type of activation
functions: Sigmoid, Hyperbolic Tangent (Tanh) and Rectified Linear
Unit (ReLU) [4].

3 METHODOLOGY
To build a corpus for Brazilian Portuguese, texts where collected
using web scraping techniques1 in Google Places, where “supermar-
kets” was the selected domain, since it is a type of establishment
that even small cities have. After the data collection, a revision
stage was executed and the final corpus was compiled at the end. In
order to test the selected classification approaches, the corpus was

1Web scraping is the practice of gathering data through any means other than a
program interacting with an API [29].
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submitted to preprocessing and converted to a normal form and
then applied to each tested classifier. A sentiment lexicon was also
built specifically for the supermarket domain in order to increase
the performance of the lexicon-based approaches.

3.1 Data collection
In order to collect data samples across Brazil, reviews were collect
throughout the country, where the query string “Mercados em X”
(can be translated to “Supermarkets in X”) was applied to every X
belonging to the three most populated cities of each one of the 26
states of Brazil [17]. Federal District, where the capital Brasilia is
located, was also considered. Figure 1 presents the location of all the
selected cities. The reviews are related to the top 20 establishments
of each selected city. The texts are limited to 256 characters and
their corresponding ratings (a value in 1-5 scale) were collected as
well.

Figure 1: Selected cities distribution across Brazil’s geogra-
phy.

After the data collection, a total of 7483 sentences were obtained
and submitted to human revision in order to remove noise sentences
and to correct misspelling errors.

3.2 Data Revision
The review of the collected texts and their ratings was performed
manually by four human annotators. In order to provide a standard
for this process, the following guidelines were created:

(1) Correction of typographical errors (typos) and other mis-
spellings;

(2) Correction of a rating that does not correspond to the sen-
timent expressed in the text;

(3) Normalization the ratings to {−1, 0, 1} values;
(4) Removal of documents that do not express an opinion.
According to the first guideline, misspellings were corrected

since they can increase the vocabulary2 size and sometimes can
even change the whole text context, e.g. in the sentence: “Mercado
2Data structure containing all different words encountered in the corpus.

caro por causa da inflamação” (“Expensive market because of in-
flammation”) it is clear that the author meant “inflation” and not
“inflammation”. Besides that, the most common issue consisted of
typos, e.g. “comer” (“to eat”) and “coemr” (typo)

In the second guideline, sentences with wrong ratings were
corrected since they can dangerously affect the efficiency of the
classifier, e.g. “muito bom” (very good) with 1/5 rating. In that case,
since we cannot assume that it is an irony, a rating of 1 in a scale
of -1,0,1 was given. In order to avoid human bias, we decided to
only correct extreme cases (outliers) such as the ones presented
here, in which the rating was 1/5 and the sentiment expressed in
the text was positive, or when the rating was 5/5 and the sentiment
expressed was negative.

The third guideline applies a normalizer in each review. Themain
purpose is to transform the original 1-5 scale into -1,0,1 values. To
do that, we followed the Equation 3 only when not in conflict with
the previous guideline.


−1, if rating ∈ {1, 2}
0, if rating = 3
1, if rating ∈ {4, 5}

(3)

In texts in which multiple and opposite opinions are expressed,
we prefer the dominant sentiment. Table 1 presents an example.

Table 1: Example of a text withmultiple opposite sentiments.

PT-BR: Caixas mal educadas (-1). A comida estava fria (-1).
Os preços são muito bons (1).
English: Rude attendants (-1). The food was cold
(-1). The prices are very good (1).
Normalized polarity: -1, since there are two negative clauses
and one positive.

Finally, according to the fourth guideline, sentences in which the
text does not express an opinion were removed from the corpus,
since they can difficult the classification process.

Further examples can be seen in Table 2. At the end, a total of
7121 texts where compiled in the final corpus, in which 1082 are
negative, 1004 neutral and 5035 are positive.

3.3 Domain Specific Lexicon (DSL) Construction
In addition to the corpus used in the Machine and Deep Learning
techniques, we developed a Domain Specific Lexicon (DSL). The
idea is to compare its performance related to LIWC-PT [2], a general
purpose lexicon. To do so, we extracted all verbs, adverbs and adjec-
tives from the vocabulary and manually annotated them according
to their polarity in the supermarket domain. For example, the word
“espera” (“wait”) can mean that the establishment has long lines,
which indicates a negative feature. On the other hand, “espera” has
a positive polarity provided by LIWC-PT, as in Portuguese this verb
could also mean “to hope”.

All these words were submitted to two human annotators which
were responsible to determine their polarity (a number belonging
to {−1, 0, 1}).
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At the end, a total of 1995 words were annotated, in which 966
were verbs, 784 were adjectives, 245 were adverbs. Table 3 presents
the distribution of the words considering the polarities for each
category.

Table 2: Examples of treatments applied to some collected
reviews.

Original text: Olá tudo bemmm!!
English: Hi, how are you?
Original rating: 5/5
Normalized polarity: -
Treatment: (4) Removed document, as it does not express an
opinion.

Original text: Produto as vezes sem preços. Mais tem
bastante variedade nos produtos.
Corrected text: Produto às vezes sem preços. Mas tem
bastante variedade nos produtos.
English: Products sometimes without pricing. But there is a
large variety of products.
Original rating: 3/5
Normalized polarity: 0
Treatment: (1) Correction of misspellings; (3) Normalization
of the rating.

Original text: Ótimo atendimento vocês estão de parabéns
(wink emoji)
English: Great service, congratulations [wink emoji].
Original rating: 1/5
Normalized polarity: 1
Treatment: (2) The polarity was corrected to 1, as the review
expressed a positive sentiment.

Table 3: Polarity distribution across the domain specific lexi-
con (DSL).

AdverbsAdjectivesVerbs
POL Total %Total %Total %

26 10.61270 34.44159 16.46-1
202 82.45353 45.03666 68.940
17 6.94161 20.54140 14.491

245784966Total

3.4 Preprocessing
The preprocessing stepwas conducted by three different approaches:
one for lexical methods and two different for both machine and
deep learning methods (called L and N). These approaches can be
seen in Table 4.

For lexical approaches, only alphabetical tokens and punctuation
marks were maintained. The whole text was converted to lowercase.
For machine and deep learning methods, two approaches L and
N were tested. The L approach is analogous to the one for lexical

approaches, except that all words are lemmatized3, all stop-words4
were also removed. The N approach, on the other hand, maintains
the stopwords and merges all negation tokens, e.g. “não gosto” (“do
not like”) becomes a special token “NOT_gosto”.

3.5 Bag of Words (BoW)
After preprocessing, the data was normalized using the Bag of
Words (BoW) approach. This approach consists of converting tex-
tual information into numerical input for the models to be trained
and tested. A BoW is an unordered set of words in with their posi-
tion is ignored, keeping only the frequency of its occurrences in
the document [19]. The BoW approach consists first in creating a
vocabulary with 𝑛 words. Afterwards, for each document of the cor-
pus, an array with size 𝑛 is built, where each position corresponds
to a different word in the vocabulary. Each element contains the
value 1, if the word occurs in the document, or 0 otherwise.

3.6 Lexical Approach
In this approach, we count the number of positive and negative
words for each sentence, inverting their polarity in case of finding
a negation token (such as “not”). After calculating the polarities for
all sentences, the summation of all values determines the resulting
polarity. Algorithm 1 presents the main idea of the lexical approach.

3.7 Machine Learning and Deep Learning
Approaches

In order to test the previously discussed Machine Learning and
Deep Learning approaches, scikit-learn package (version 1.0.2) [33]
for Python Language was used. The following subsections present
the used parameters.

3.7.1 Logistic Regression. In this classifier, the following parame-
ters were modified:

• C: 30;
• class_weigth: balanced;
• solver: newton-cg;
• multi_class: multinomial;
• The other parameters kept the default values of the pack-

age5.

3.7.2 Naive Bayes. We used only the default parameters of the
package6

3.7.3 Support Vector Machine. In this classifier, only the decision
function shape was changed:

• decision_function_shape: ovo;
• The other parameters kept the default values of the pack-

age7.

3Converting the inflected form of a word, returning its dictionary form also known as
lemma. For instance the word mice should be converted to mouse after lemmatization.
4Words that do not add meaningful semantic information for text classification, such
as the, at, which, on, among others.
5https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.linear_model.
LogisticRegression.html
6https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.naive_bayes.
MultinomialNB.html.
7https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.svm.SVC.html
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Algorithm 1: Lexical Approach Pseudo-code
Function classify text,lexicon

polarity← 0;
hasNot← false;
forall sentence in text do

sentencePolarity← 0;
forall token in sentence do

if token is a negation token then
hasNot← true;

end
else if token is in lexicon and it is positive then

sentencePolarity← sentencePolarity + 1;
end
else if token is in lexicon and it is negative then

sentencePolarity← sentencePolarity - 1;
end

end
if hasNot is true then

sentencePolarity← sentencePolarity * -1;
hasNot← false;

end
polarity← polarity + sentencePolarity;

end
if polarity > 0 then

return 1;
end
else if polarity = 0 then

return 0;
end
else

return -1;
end

end

3.7.4 Multi-layer Perceptron. For this classifier, we tested four dif-
ferent activation functions, as mentioned before, changing the fol-
lowing parameters:

• solver: adam;
• alpha: 1e-5;
• hidden_layer_sizes: (101,);
• max_iter: 900;
• The other parameters kept the default values of the pack-

age8.

3.8 Validation Method
In order to test the approaches described previously, a k-fold cross-
validation method [13] was used for both machine learning and
deep learning approaches, considering a 10 fold size validation, in
which accuracy, precision, f1-score and recall measurements were
collected. The same measurements were also collected for lexical

8https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.neural_network.
MLPClassifier.html

approaches, however without the cross-validation method, since a
training stage is not needed.

Table 4: Preprocessing strategies used.

Applied TechniquesApproach

Lexical
- Converting all words to lowercase;
- Maintaining only punctuation marks and
alphabetical tokens.

L

- Converting all words to lowercase;
- Maintaining only punctuation marks and
alphabetical tokens;
- Removing stopwords;
- Lemmatization.

N

- Converting all words to lowercase;
- Maintaining only punctuation marks and
alphabetical tokens;
- Merging “not” with the subsequent word,
creating a new special token;
- Lemmatization.

4 RESULTS
After the data revision and preprocessing, the data was submitted to
the classifiers described before. Apart from the approach using the
LIWC-PT lexicon, all other methods presented a good performance
(around 80%), as discussed in the following subsections.

4.1 Lexicon-based Approaches
As expected, the algorithm based on LIWC-PT did not provide good
results compared to the other tested approaches. This confirms
the evidence already pointed out in the literature, that a domain
specific dictionary achieves better results. In this case, the results
were as good as the machine and deep learning approaches. Table
5 presents the results comparing the lexical methods.

4.2 Machine Learning Approaches
On opposite to lexical approaches, all machine learning methods
have reached similar results. Naive Bayes, as expected, has per-
formed better than the other algorithms in both L and N prepro-
cessing strategies. Besides that, it is possible to see that the N
preprocessing approach has improved classification on all three
classifiers. Table 6 shows the collected measurements for machine
learning algorithms.

4.3 Deep Learning Methods Results
Some of the methods tested have not performed better than the
lexical approaches, but ReLU has achieved a better result than the
algorithm based on DSL lexicon. Although the approaches have
not performed better than Naive Bayes, they still have performed
better than Logistic Regression.
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Table 5: Lexical Methods Results.

DSLLIWC

0.560Accuracy 0.762
0.667Precision 0.774
0.560Recall 0.762
0.594F1 0.767

Table 6: Machine Learning Methods Results.

SVMNaive BayesLogist Regression
L NL NL N

0.7680.749Accuracy 0.8250.815 0.7940.791
0.7960.771Precision 0.8040.793 0.7690.758
0.7680.749Recall 0.8250.815 0.7940.791
0.7790.759F1 0.8080.791 0.7680.759

Table 7: Deep Learning Methods Results.

ReLUTanhSigmoid
L NL NL N

0.7660.7640.7430.7640.746Accuracy 0.784
0.7650.7650.7500.7680.753Precision 0.785
0.7660.7640.7430.7640.746Recall 0.784
0.7650.7640.7460.7650.749F1 0.784

4.4 Discussion
All algorithms (except the one based on LIWC-PT lexicon) have
performed well, with results ranging from 0.74 to 0.82 across all
collected measurements. As our objective was to build a corpus,
much of the efforts has been concentrated in the selection and the
revision of the original texts. Thus, the results presented here are the
first iteration of the experiments. Further tests are needed in order
to improve the results. Other preprocessing strategies can be applied
as well as different parameter configurations can be adjusted in the
classification algorithms, specially in the deep learning techniques,
which have a good potential for future experiments.

Even with few modifications on the default parameters of the
machine learning algorithms tested in scikit-learn, the results ob-
tained so far show that the corpus can be a good data source for
other applications and studies. Further work can be done for opti-
mizing those parameters, and thus improving the performance of
the tested algorithms.

5 CONCLUSION
In the last years, there has been growing attention to Sentiment
Analysis as a topic of research. Although corpora options for SA
in English are wide, for Brazilian Portuguese, on the other hand,
they are still scarce. This work has built a new corpus for SA in
Portuguese language from Google Places reviews about supermar-
kets establishments in Brazil. The data was carefully revised and
compiled into a corpus. Besides that, a Domain Specific Lexicon was
also developed. All these lexical resources along with the source

code of the conducted tests are publicly available9. Thus, this pa-
per presented contributions that can be useful for both Machine
Learning and Lexical approaches.

Three different SA approaches were tested, along with some
different preprocessing methods. At the end, Naive Bayes had per-
formed better, achieving next to 80% in all metrics. Something
expected, as the algorithm has performed well in other English
corpora. Lexical approaches have also achieved good results, prov-
ing that the construction of a domain specific sentiment lexicon,
in this case, specific for this corpus, provides good results. Deep
Learning algorithms, on the other hand, stay in the middle of lexical
and machine learning approaches, but still delivered good results
in comparison with already largely researched techniques such as
Naive Bayes, Logistical Regression and Support Vector Machines.

Several issues were carefully dealt while reviewing the collected
data. There was a concern with the maintenance of the linguistic
variety, since texts from several regions of Brazil were collected.
At the end we decided to not make large changes in the text, in
order to preserve regional expressions, only misspellings and very
common spelling errors in Portuguese were addressed, as discussed
in the data review section.

Annotating is an exhausting and time-consuming work. We
intend to study techniques to automatically identify and correct
cases when a rating does not correspond to the sentiment expressed
in the text. This would make possible to safely test unsupervised
machine learning techniques on Google Places data, since this type
of technique does not require human intervention.

In order to collect the data used in this corpus, an ongoing con-
struction framework was used. This framework is already capable
of collecting data from several cities across the world. We intend
to explore new possibilities to collect data more sparsely around a
country than we did in this work. As we divided the data collection
around the most populated cities, we prioritize large urban centers.
We think that a corpus can gain more linguistic variety from a bet-
ter distribution across small cities far from the large urban centers,
which means testing other criteria to select the cities, such as the
geographical distance among them.
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